BOX for SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS
Code 17V64 - Code 17V65 - Code 17V66

The new surgical boxes have been designed to ergonomically store the surgical
instruments. They are made of light but sturdy plastic materials, totally autoclavable
at 134°C (274°F) at 2,1 bars for 5 minutes.
The pull-out tray included in all three boxes is screen printed with clear and intuitive
symbols to facilitate the identiﬁcation of instruments and accessories and clearly
visualize the recommended surgical sequence.
The handling of the instruments (drills, stops and connections) is very easy, thanks
to the vertical position.
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BOX for TIXOS implants

Stops housing

The pull-out tray included in the
boxes shows the colour coding that
identiﬁes the available platforms
of the implants line.
The screen printed symbols show
also the recommended surgical
sequence for the four platforms of
the implants.
The great news for the Tixos
box is that the recommended
surgical sequence is different
depending on bone quality.
Therefore you will ﬁnd the
indication of the ﬁnal drills to use
in soft bone and the extended
sequence with countersinks and
bone taps in case of compact
bone.
A proper housing is specially
dedicated to the stops, which can
be extracted directly
with the drills.
In
the
box
base,
the
complementary
surgical
accessories can be stored (the
ratchet for implants manual
insertion, one probe, the tweezers
and two open wrenches).

Pull-out tray

Green
Yellow
Blue
Red

Platform
ø 3,5
ø 4,0
ø 5,0
ø 6,0

Box size:
200x165x60 mm

Note: the technical suggestions relative to the surgical protocol reported on the boxes can under no circumstances substitute the clinical evaluation of the dentist.

Code 17V64 Box for TIXOS implants (box without instruments)

BOX for TIXOS SHORT implants

Stops housing

Pull-out tray
As the previous ones, this speciﬁc
box for Tixos Short is composed
by the pull-out tray with the
screen print of the recommended
surgical sequence for the insertion
of the Short implant, with a proper
housing for the stops which can be
extracted directly with the drills.
The box base can accommodate
the ratchet for the implant manual
insertion.

Box size:
110x105x60 mm

Note: the technical suggestions relative to the surgical protocol reported on the boxes can under no circumstances substitute the clinical evaluation of the dentist.

Code 17V66 Box for TIXOS SHORT implants (small box without instruments)

BOX for IMPLUS implants

Stops housing

The pull-out tray included in the
boxes shows the colour coding that
identiﬁes the available platforms
of the implants line.
The screen printed symbols show
also the recommended surgical
sequence for the four platforms of
the implants.
A proper housing is specially
dedicated to the stops, which can
be extracted directly
with the drills.

Pull-out tray

In
the
box
base,
the
complementary
surgical
accessories can be stored (the
ratchet for implants manual
insertion, one probe, the tweezers
and two open wrenches).
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Yellow
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Red

Platform
ø 3,5
ø 4,0
ø 5,0
ø 6,0

Box size:
200x165x60 mm

Note: the technical suggestions relative to the surgical protocol reported on the boxes can under no circumstances substitute the clinical evaluation of the dentist.

Code 17V65 Box for IMPLUS implants (box without instruments)

